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The Plan

− Some basics of trade

− Introducing finance: why is trade special?

− Empirical evidence: who exports?

− Finance and adaptation of local economies

− International finance and firm dynamics



− Pattern of trade
− Flow across countries 

− Gravity equation 

− Chaney (2008): learning 

− Who trades? Which products?

− Melitz (2003), Eaton-Kortum-Kramarz (2011) 

− Products: Bernard-Redding-Schott (2011)  Mayer-Melitz-Ottavino (2014) 

− Gains from trade
− Static

− Dynamics

− (Re)distributional effects



Flow across countries 

− Basic gravity equation people estimate

− Microfoundation

− Resources:
− Gravity Cookbook website (Head and Mayer, 2014)

https://sites.google.com/site/hiegravity/


− The Helpman-Krugman model features “universal
exporting” by firms in a differentiated product industry

− This does not provide a good description of firm-level
data







Countries don’t trade, Firms trade

− How shocking!
− Melitz (2003)

− Bernard-Eaton-Jensen-Kortum (2003), Bernard-Redding-

Schott (2007) Melitz-Ottavino (2008), Chaney (2008)



Basic Melitz Intuition 

− Supply:
− Heterogeneity + free entry  expected profits entrant = fixed cost of 

entry

− Export:
− Iceberg cost

− Fixed cost to start exporting

− Trade raises productivity through domestic factor market



The Plan

− Some basics of trade

− Introducing finance: why is trade special?

− Empirical evidence: who exports?

− Finance and adaptation of local economies

− International finance and firm dynamics



− Specific financial needs

− Specific financial instruments



Financial frictions likely magnified in trade

− Fixed costs
− E.g. Roberts-Tybout, AER 97

− Working cap need
− Feenstra-Li-Yu, Restat 2013

− Cash flow shock (currency risks)



Conceptual distinctions and implications

− Fixed costs:
− Sunk cost: entry

− Fixed cost to maintain the activity: exit

−

− Variable: scale

− Destination specific trade costs:
− # export destinations

− product scope in each destination

− sales by destination-product



Financial instruments

− Cash-in-advance terms

− Open-account terms

− Letter of credit

 Potentially implies that conventional measure of external
finance dependence is completely uncorrelated with levels
of trade finance [Ahn-Amiti-Weinstein, AERpp, 2011]



Evidence from frozen poultries 

− Antras, P., & Foley, C. F. (2015). Poultry in Motion:
A Study of International Trade Finance Practices.
Journal of Political Economy, 123(4), 853–901.



Stylized Fact 1



Stylized Fact 2



Stylized Fact 3



Modeling 

− Credit underprovision
− Manova (2013)

− Feenstra, Li and Yu (2013)

− Credit misallocation
− Chaney (2016): some mid-productivity potential exporters 

cannot because of a low liquidity 

No real “distortions”



The Plan

− Some basics of trade

− Introducing finance: why is trade special?

− Empirical evidence: who exports?

− Finance and adaptation of local economies

− International finance and firm dynamics



The Different Effects of Liquidity Constraints / Shocks 

− Flow and products
− Manova (2013), Amiti-Weinstein (2011), Paravisini et al. (2014) 

Beaumont-Lenoir(2020)

− Types of firms
− Berman and Héricourt (2010)

− Definition of comparative advantages
− Manova and Yu (2012), Xu (2020)

− Trade finance
− Demir and Javorcik (2018), Demir, Michalski, Ors (2017) 



The Different Effects of Liquidity Constraints / Shocks 

− Flow and products

− Types of firms

− Definition of comparative advantages

− Trade finance



Some stylized facts (Manova 2013)









Paravisini, D., Rappoport, V., Schnabl, P., & Wolfenzon, D. (2014). Dissecting the Effect 
of Credit Supply on Trade: Evidence from Matched Credit-Export Data. Restud



Effect on export

− Intensive margin 1

− Extensive margin

αt

− Intensive margin 2



Instrument: bank exposure to foreign liquidity



Aggregation at the firm level 



Effect on import

Comparison 
OLS / IV?



Narrow extensive margin 



Export arrangement 

Read this one?



Thinking about selection

Explanation? Diff in 
identification?



The demise of RZ? 



Why Finance Matter? The Role of Customer Base

− Beaumont, P., & Lenoir, C. (2019). Building a Customer
Base under Liquidity Constraints. Working Paper

− Data on the customer identity
− Shows that increase in exports comes from acquiring new 

clients ≠ selling more to old ones

− Likely due to recurring fixed costs in advertising 



Why Finance Matter? Trade Finance vs Banking Finance

Demir-Michalski-Ors (2017). Risk-Based Capital Requirements for
Banks and International Trade. RFS

− July 1, 2012: mandatory Basel II adoption in its
Standardized Approach

 Affects risk-weights (RW) of letter of credit







How is this one identified?





The Different Effects of Liquidity Constraints / Shocks 

− Flow and products

− Types of firms

− Definition of comparative advantages

− Trade finance



Time to shine kids!



The Different Effects of Liquidity Constraints / Shocks 

− Flow and products

− Types of firms

− Definition of comparative advantages

− Trade finance



What Comparative Advantages? 

− Factor endowment / natural resources / institutions vs
firms

− Role of firms

− Role of sectors

− Global production network  position in global supply
chain?



What Comparative Advantages? 

− Factor endowment / natural resources vs firms /
institutions

− Role of firms

− Role of sectors

− Global production network  position in global supply
chain?



Xu, C. (2019). Reshaping Global Trade: The Immediate and Long-Run Effects 
of Bank Failures. Working Paper

− Historical natural experiment: 1866 London banking crisis
− 12% fail (weighted by volume of lending)

− Shock to financing (persistently) shifts trade patterns
(Baldwin 1980)?



Divergence



Data Collection tour de force 

− Bank lending relationships & characteristics pre-crisis
(treatment):

− Universe of bank-city relationships: 11,000+ handwritten loans

− British multinational failure rates & bank balance
sheet characteristics

− Trade activity and banking recovery (outcomes):
− Shipping and values of exports

− Port-level: 1865-67

− Country-level: 1850-1914

− Banking sector: names, locations, and nationalities of all banks 

from 1850-1914 (5-year intervals)



Data for instrument: pre-crisis shares from 11,000 loan records





A crisis triggered by the collapse of Overend & Gurney due to 
fraud and mismanagement



Naïve Regression

− Pb? Endogeneity you want to remove?



Solution 

− Identifying assumptions?



− Does not help much does it?



Checklist of what to do?



Bank characteristics mostly uncorrelated with failure



Exposure



Estimation of country-level bilateral trade





Mechanism

− Sunk costs of search and/or establishing trade
relationships (Baldwin, 1988)



Positive effect of other-country exposure within region



Access to other bank networks helped recovery



Exports shifted to geographically closer destinations



What Comparative Advantages? 

− Factor endowment / natural resources vs firms
− Role of firms

− Role of sectors 

− Global production network  position in global supply
chain?



Manova, K., & Yu, Z. (2016). How firms export: Processing vs. ordinary trade 
with financial frictions. Journal of International Economics, 



The Plan

− Some basics of trade

− Introducing finance: why is trade special?

− Empirical evidence: who exports?

− Finance and adaptation of local economies

− International finance and firm dynamics



Who Have to Adapt?

− Firms: survival of the fittest or the least financially
constrained?

− Bernard, A. B., Jensen, J. B., & Schott, P. K. (2006)

− Pierce, J. R., & Schott, P. K. (2018)

− Fresard (2010) 

− Individuals: nothing here…

− Across sectors: not much either …



Dix-Carneiro, R., & Kovak, B. K. (2017). Trade Liberalization and Regional 
Dynamics. American Economic Review, 107(10), 2908–2946.





Slow Moving Capital



Trade Shocks Can Hinder Development (in relative terms…)

− Goldberg, P. K., & Pavcnik, N. (2007). Distributional
effects of globalization in developing countries. Journal of
Economic Literature, 45(1), 39–82.



The Plan

− Some basics of trade

− Introducing finance: why is trade special?

− Empirical evidence: who exports?

− Finance and adaptation of local economies

− International finance and firm dynamics



Two main types of flows

− FDI
− Cross countries 

− Direct effect on misallocation (Larrain and Stumpner; 2017)

− Spillovers: Fons Rosen-Ozcan Kalemli-Sørensen-Villegas Sanchez-Volosovych

(2018)

− Within countries: (Bau and Matray, 2020)

− Debt
− Effect of borrowing in foreign currency?

− Varela (2017)



Two main types of flows

− FDI

− Debt



Basic framework (Bau and Matray 2019) 
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Basic framework (Bau and Matray 2019) 
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Estimating MRPK in the data

− Three methods usually
− Y/K 

− Levinsohn and Petrin (2003)

− Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer (2015)

− Revenue Cobb Douglas production function

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐾𝐾 =
𝜕𝜕𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

= 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
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A word of caution

− Wedge ≠ ``misallocation’’ / inefficiencies

− Sources of wedges:
− Financing frictions

− Distortionary taxes 

− Adjustment costs 

− Information pb 
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The two approaches to measure misallocation

− Strength: measure all misallocation without needs to
observe the underlying source

− Limits:
1. Practical / Policy Oriented

2. Measurement

− Measurement error (Rotemberg and White, 2017; Udry and Gollin, 2019)

− Model mis-specication error (Haltiwanger et al., 2018)

− Costly adjustment of inputs (Asker et al., 2014)
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The ``indirect’’ approach 



The two approaches to measure misallocation

− Strength

− Some recent examples:
− Khandelwal, A. K., Schott, P. K., & Wei, S. J. (2013). Trade 

liberalization and embedded institutional reform: Evidence from 

Chinese exporters. American Economic Review, 103(6), 2169–2195. 

− Bau N. and A. Matray (2019) ''Misallocation and Capital Market 

Integration: Evidence From India'', CEPR Working Paper
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The ``direct’’ approach 



Example of the direct approach 

− Bau N. and A. Matray (2019) ''Misallocation and Capital
Market Integration: Evidence From India'', CEPR Working
Paper
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Why Capital Liberalization?

− Imperfect capital markets: very likely candidate source
of capital misallocation, particularly in developing
countries

− Political capture with state-owned banks

− Domestic regulation

“Banks are considered to be very high cost and inefficiently
run... Enabling [Indian banks] to allocate credit to the most
productive users, rather than by government allocation,
would make a considerable contribution to the Indian
economy’s growth potential.”

Anne Krueger, then deputy managing director 
of the IMF



Why Capital Liberalization?

− Role of foreign capital is ex-ante ambiguous
− Foreign capital less constrained

− Lower ability at processing and monitoring soft information 

(e.g. Detragiache et al. 2008)?

− Setting: staggered liberalization across industries 
lower misallocation



Firm-level Data: Prowess Data Set

− 66,654 large and medium-sized firm-year

− 70% of India’s economic activity and 75% of corporate
tax revenues

− Focus on 1995-2015
− Post major reform period episode

− Coverage of database stabilizes



Empirical Strategy: Distributional Effect

 Improvement on the specification?



Heterogeneity by Pre-treatment MRPK (Y/K Calculation)



Yearly Response to Treatment: No Pre-Trend



Yearly Response to Treatment: No Pre-Trend



Aggregate effect: potato potahto ?

− A word of caution

− “Aggregation” ≠ “aggregation”

− Aggregation = counterfactual Sraer and Thesmar (2020)

− Aggregation = overall effect of the actual reform  us



Aggregate Effect of the Policy: The Plan

1. Reduced-form estimates: causal relative changes in firms’
wedges, purged from cross-sectional measurement errors

− But: How to estimate aggregate effect of the policy?

2. Build an aggregator
− First order approximation of aggregate effect of wedges on the Solow 

residual (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019)

 Bound aggregate effect of policy under relatively minimal assumptions

− Method to leverage D-in-D to get a lower bound (+6.5%)
− More stable than cross-sectional variation in measured wedges (10 to 

over 100%)



First order approximation effect of policy (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019)

 Many parameters observables in the data!



Effect on the Solow Residual: Strategy

 Many parameters observables in the data!



Effect on the Solow Residual: Strategy

 Many parameters observables in the data!



Effect on the Solow Residual: Strategy

 Many parameters observables in the data!



Effect on the Solow Residual: Strategy

 Many parameters observables in the data!



First order approximation effect of policy (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019)



Getting the lower bound 



Getting the wedges



Aggregation

− Just put everything back in the aggregator!



Two main types of flows

− FDI

− Debt



Varela, L. (2018). Reallocation, Competition, and Productivity: Evidence from a 
Financial Liberalization Episode. Restud

− Financial liberalization affects productivity through
− Reallocation effect

− Competition effect

− 2001: suppression of the asymmetric access domestic /
foreign firms
 Diff in diff assumptions?





Show graphs: check!



Specification 

− Potential pitfalls?



Firm characteristics pre shock
Why controls? Why not time varying? Can you 
do better?



Rajan Zingales

Tighter estimation? 



“Direct” evidence for the competition effect 

Interpretation?
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